INFRASTRCTURE OF INNOVATION ENTERPRISE: FEATURES OF FORMATION AND REGULATION IN MODERN MARKET CONDITIONS
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Innovative entrepreneurship in a market economy becomes an active factor in economic development, commercialization, creative activity of new technological ideas developers. The operation of an extensive network of innovation infrastructure, elements of which are implemented in specific forms of economic activity, is a necessary factor for the successful development of innovation entrepreneurship. The purpose of the article is to study the essence of the concept of "infrastructure of innovation entrepreneurship" and to develop basic recommendations for its formation for further use by public authorities in the process of promoting the development of innovation entrepreneurship in the country. In the article the content of the categories "innovative entrepreneurship" is defined. To achieve this goal, the following methods of scientific research were used: systematic analysis; abstract-logical method; graphical method. According to the results of the study, the suggested recommendations for the formation of innovation entrepreneurship infrastructure at the national and regional level can be used by public authorities in the process of creating a single mechanism for regulating innovation infrastructure, which would ensure interaction between business, public authorities, science and end-users of an innovation product (service) at all stages of development and implementation of innovation projects.
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1. Introduction

Innovative entrepreneurship in a market economy becomes an active factor in economic development, commercialization, creative activity of new technological ideas developers. Innovation enterprises provides employment for the active part of the scientific and technical community and most effectively and quickly transfers the knowledge previously accumulated in science to the market of goods and services based on intellectual property. For the successful development of innovation entrepreneurship, it is vital to have a stable functioning innovation infrastructure, elements of which will be implemented in specific forms of economic activity.
This will ensure the availability of logistical, information, financial, labor and other resources - in other words, factors of production, without which the process of reproduction in business is impossible. The study of the process of formation and functioning of innovation entrepreneurship is devoted to the works of many scientists who emphasize the need to promote the development of an extensive infrastructure network that would provide comprehensive support to innovation enterprises (Abdu, Jibir, 2018; Bresciai, Ferraris, 2016; Daksa, Yismaw, Lemessa, Hundie, 2018; Hashi, Stojicic, 2013; Raymond, St-Pierre, 2010). It should be noted that the essence of the innovation entrepreneurship infrastructure is also the subject of research by a number of scientists, but the only vision of the content of this concept has not been formed yet. The basic approaches to treating innovation infrastructure are to consider infrastructure as a complex or a set of industries, enterprises, objects, activities or conditions. Thus, Rosenstein - Rodan (1961) refers to infrastructure as basic economic industries (energy, transport, communication), the development of which is preceded by fast-paced investment as well as direct industrial investment. A similar view is observed at Singer (1998), according to which investment in infrastructure should contribute to the growth of national income, which in the future should lead to increased investment in certain sectors of the economy. According to Jochimsen (1966), infrastructure is a set of material, institutional and individual conditions at the disposal of business entities that correspond to the equalization of income associated with equal productivity of factors that allow for the appropriate allocation of resources to ensure full integration and the highest level of economic activity.

The study of state regulation of innovation infrastructure, as well as the specific features of its formation and functioning, are quite relevant research areas conducted by scientists in different countries of the world. For example, Woolley (2014) demonstrates by the example of the nanotechnology as elements of infrastructure emerge and are configured through systemic co-evolution. Research results reflect the process of transforming individual elements into a single infrastructure through the interaction and interdependence of private and public organizations and institutions (Woolley, 2014). In an article by Guo, Jiang (2016) reflects the importance of government regulation for infrastructure and entrepreneurship innovation, as exemplified by the Innovation Fund for Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises, which is one of the largest government programs supporting R&D activities in China. The impact of government subsidies on the investment behavior of enterprises in the R&D sector (namely, in the renewable energy sector) is considered in a scientific paper by Yua, Guo, Le-Nguyen, Barnesc, Zhang (2016). Szczygelski, Grabowski, Pamukcu, Tandogan (2017) investigated the impact of state grants on the innovation performance of Turkish and Polish enterprises and found a positive effect of state aid on innovation entrepreneurship in both countries. Gamidullaeva (2018) searched for ways to integrate innovation ecosystem concepts with innovation intermediation theory, identified specific types of innovation intermediation and its main mechanisms aimed at creating an efficient infrastructure and ensuring the stable functioning of the innovation ecosystem. The Balázs (1995) study evaluated the innovative potential of new organizational forms of management and understanding of their functioning in newly created innovative systems to enhance knowledge flow into industry through academic and university research. Hung, Mondejar (2005) in their scientific work presented the results of the study of the corporate governance connection with the development of innovative entrepreneurship in a large Asian city. An article by Kokkonen, Tuohino (2007) confirmed that innovation in the networks of small and medium-sized tourism enterprises is a synthetic process consisting of the interconnection of innovative products, processes and resources. The Turkina, Oreshkin, Kali (2019) study focuses on the empirical analysis of the productivity of innovative firms in regional innovation clusters, which found that liaison with other innovation enterprises, research institutions and universities helps to increase the level of competitiveness of these enterprises.

Giving credit to the aforementioned scientific achievements, it should be noted that the approaches to systematic management of the innovation enterprise and the process of its infrastructure formation are not substantiated. In this regard, the purpose of the article is to investigate the essence of the concept of “innovation entrepreneurship infrastructure” and to develop basic recommendations...
for its formation for further use by public authorities in the process of promoting innovation entrepreneurship in the country. In order to achieve this goal, the following tasks were set and solved: the content of the categories “innovative entrepreneurship” was investigated; approaches of scientists to definition of the concept «infrastructure of innovation enterprise» are considered; the model of innovation entrepreneurship infrastructure is built and its main functions are allocated; recommendations for the formation of innovation infrastructure are proposed.

Object of the research is an infrastructure of innovation entrepreneurship; subject of research is organizational and economic relations resulting from the management of an infrastructure of innovation entrepreneurship.

The theoretical and methodological basis of the study is the fundamental scientific work of leading scientists on the study of innovation, innovation entrepreneurship and the development of its infrastructure. In the course of the research, the following methods of cognition of economic phenomena and processes were used to solve the problems posed in the work: systematic analysis - to reveal the foundations of the conceptual apparatus of the innovative entrepreneurship infrastructure; abstract-logical method - for realization of theoretical generalizations about typical features of functioning of innovative enterprise infrastructure; graphical method - for visual representation of theoretical and analytical material on reflection of the basic tendencies of development and functioning of innovative enterprise infrastructure.

The suggested recommendations for the formation of innovation entrepreneurship infrastructure at the national and regional level can be used by public authorities in the process of creating a single mechanism for regulating innovation infrastructure, which would ensure interaction between business, public authorities, science and end-users of an innovation product (service) at all stages of development and implementation of innovation projects to promote the development of an innovation economy in the country as a whole.

2. Research results and discussion

The specific innovation orientation of development, which characterizes modern economic processes, puts forward new requirements for the content, organization, forms and methods of economic activity. With the innovation orientation of economic growth, models of the research process of creation of new scientific knowledge and procedures of new intellectual products emergence occupy the main place. Increasingly significant influence on reproductive processes is carried out by scientific knowledge, skills, software, patents and licenses. In addition, national economic development trends also indicate an increased impact of innovation on economic development. The requirements of the market dictate the need to create conditions for widespread use of innovations, enhancement of innovation activity. The world experience of innovation development shows that innovation is the optimal way of scientific and technological re-equipment and gradual diversification of production. Therefore, the development and implementation of innovation play a major role in entrepreneurship (Kuksa, Shtuler, Orlova-Kurilova, Hnatenko, Rubezhanska, 2019).

The creation of technical and technological capabilities and the availability of competitive staff makes it possible to carry out scientific research at the enterprise, to generate innovation ideas on the basis of which to develop innovation projects that will change the technology of available goods and services production, as well as to master the production of new types of products and services (Kuksa, Hnatenko, Orlova-Kurilova, Moisieieva, Rubezhanska, 2019).

In our opinion, innovation entrepreneurship is a process of creation and commercial use of technique and technological innovations or a special innovative process of management, which is based on the constant search for new opportunities, orientation on innovation. Innovation entrepreneurship is related to the entrepreneur's willingness to take the risk of implementing a new project or improving an existing one, and the resulting financial, moral and social responsibility (Hnatenko, Rubezhanska, Parchomenko, 2019). It should also be noted that due to the riskiness and
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most often non-traditional specific activity, innovation enterprises become bankrupt at the beginning of their development.

At the same time, an effectively functioning innovation business infrastructure provide the differentiation the nature of regulation measures by innovation enterprises through appropriate organizational and legal provision of comprehensive and targeted assistance in different directions: (information, consulting, training, forecasting - analytical, scientific and technical, technological, financial, property).

In our opinion, the innovation entrepreneurship infrastructure is a complex of interconnected economic elements, structured according to the principle of "technological corridor", organizationally and legally servicing and providing realization of innovation activity of the enterprise aimed at transformation of progressive scientific knowledge into a new market product. Given that the elements of infrastructure are the “channels” through which the necessary resources are communicated to their consumers - entities of innovation entrepreneurship, the infrastructure model of such entrepreneurship can be depicted with the help of Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Model of innovation entrepreneurship infrastructure](image)

The system of innovation entrepreneurship infrastructure should consist of several complementary elements, which together determine the connection of scientific and technical activity with production in market conditions (covering all stages of innovation enterprise development).

At the same time, at each stage of innovation development, the needs of the innovation enterprise will change, which will require other conditions for providing innovative activity by the infrastructure. That is, the functions of innovation entrepreneurship infrastructure largely depend on the stage of innovation development (Figure 2). Presented in Figure 2, the list of innovative entrepreneurship infrastructure features required at each stage of innovation development can be expanded significantly.

This fact should be considered in the process of formation of the said infrastructure. In turn, the formation and development of infrastructure for innovation entrepreneurship is impossible without the active participation of the state. It is explained by the fact that in modern conditions successful competition of Ukrainian enterprises with leading players in the world market is
impossible without the creation and continuous improvement of the national innovation infrastructure.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2. Functions of innovation entrepreneurship infrastructure**

It should also be noted that any innovation enterprise has the appropriate features of operation depending on the region of its location. Therefore, the success of innovation enterprises depends not only on state support, but also on the institutional and business environment, social infrastructure, availability of the necessary personnel with the appropriate level of qualification, etc., established at a certain region level.

Thus, the infrastructure of innovation entrepreneurship must be shaped and regulated at both national and regional levels. The main recommendations for efficient formation of innovation entrepreneurship infrastructure and national and regional levels are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Recommendations for the formation of innovation entrepreneurship infrastructure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National level</th>
<th>Regional level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- transfer of state support functions to intermediaries (independent agencies, foundations operating as private non-profit organizations) in order to objectively evaluate the quality of innovative projects and their associated risks, and reduce the level of corruption in the process of providing state support to enterprises for implementation their innovative projects;</td>
<td>- involvement of interested scientific and educational organizations, enterprises, development institutes for elaboration of innovative development strategies and regional programs;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- decentralization of state support through the use of different channels of promotion of innovative activity (formation of specialized institutes of support and development extensive network);</td>
<td>- activation of innovation activity of small and medium-sized businesses by providing state financial assistance to economic entities;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- establishment of a network of innovation business infrastructure facilities that would support innovative projects at all stages of development, ensure the exchange of information between all infrastructure objects and the relationship between business and research and development.</td>
<td>- promoting the formation and development of innovative infrastructure (business incubators, techno parks, technology transfer centers, regional venture funds);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- involvement of interested scientific and educational organizations, enterprises, development institutes for elaboration of innovative development strategies and regional programs;</td>
<td>- stimulating the production of innovative products through the use of a public procurement mechanism;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- activation of innovation activity of small and medium-sized businesses by providing state financial assistance to economic entities;</td>
<td>- development of educational services in the field of innovative technologies and innovative management.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, state regulation at national and regional levels should aim at creating an optimal infrastructure for innovation entrepreneurship that would be clearly designed, mobile, adaptable to changing requirements and goals, understandable and easily accessible to businesses. In our opinion, it is possible to solve this problem by creating a unified mechanism for managing the development of innovation infrastructure that would carry out economic, organizational, legal regulation and control over the activity of innovation enterprises, as well as ensure effective interconnection and exchange of necessary information and resources between all objects of innovation entrepreneurship infrastructure.

3. Conclusion

The conducted research makes it possible to state that the formation of an effective infrastructure for its support is one of the priority tasks within the framework of implementation of measures to activate innovation activity of entrepreneurship in the country. Ensuring the effectiveness of the activity of public authorities in the development of the said infrastructure requires consideration of the regional specificity of the functioning of enterprises, which necessitates the development of measures to ensure the development of innovation entrepreneurship infrastructure at both national and regional levels, which will allow to create prerequisites for the transformation of current potential enterprises incentives. It is the regional level where the most flexible coordination of communications between enterprises and the research sector of the economy and the most flexible adaptation of infrastructure to changing demand for its services are possible.

The proposed recommendations for the formation of innovation entrepreneurship infrastructure at national and regional level can be used by public authorities in the process of creating a single mechanism for regulating innovation infrastructure, which would ensure interaction between business, public authorities, scientists and consumers at all stages of development and implementation of innovative projects, an innovative product (service) to promote the development of an innovation economy in the country as a whole.
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